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Johnesha, a young woman from Oakland
Ca launches a PRISONLIVESMATTERtoo
crowdfunding campaign on iFundWomen
to build a reentry program for people
incarcerated.

OAKLAND, CA, UNITED STATES,
November 27, 2018 /
EINPresswire.com/ -- Johnesha
Robinson, a young woman from
Oakland, Ca launches a
PRISONLIVESMATTERtoo crowdfunding
campaign on iFundWomen to raise
$100,000 to build a reentry program in
Lathrop, Ca for incarcerated individuals
and their families. Johnesha developed
the concept for the reentry program
"Destiny Revealed" while struggling
with the incarceration of her fiancé
Alkehm.

The young woman's goal is to use the
proceeds from the campaign towards
office space, equipment fees, office
furniture, and utility fees for Destiny
Revealed. She also plans to provide
grants to help with business startup
fees, home ownership closing cost, food, and phone calls for incarcerated individuals and their
families.

One doesn't have to go to a
prison to help someone in
it.----------
YOU ARE THE SOLUTION
YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING
FOR.”

Johnesha Robinson

Johnesha - "Through this PRISONLIVESMATTERtoo
crowdfunding campaign on iFundWomen people will get
the opportunity to support a great cause. There are so
many people incarcerated but not many people are willing
to help them, yet people complain about society and the
violence that's created within it. Well, one does not have to
be that person and can get the chance to change all of that
by supporting this crowdfunding campaign and book "The
System Through The Eyes Of The Broken" which will
change and transform the lives of many people behind
bars. In all actuality, these people are hurting or have been

hurt. Which is why they wind up where they are in the first place. There is no support, so there is
no peace nor hope. That is why I'm calling on the people for their support. I need the support of
the people because they need the support of the people."

http://www.einpresswire.com


The System Through the Eyes of the Broken

Johnesha, Founder of Eyes Of The Broken and
Destiny Revealed

One doesn't have to go to a prison to
help someone in it. 

Support: PRISONLIVESMATTERtoo
Crowdfunding Campaign

About: Eyes Of The Broken and Destiny
Revealed was founded in 2018 by
Johnesha Robinson. Her journey
started with her Fiancé Alkehm's
incarceration. Johnesha didn't want her
family to become a victim of the
criminal justice system, and believed
that through their struggles and
triumphs God was telling her "YOU ARE
THE SOLUTION YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING
FOR". 

With that, she took their problem and
turned it into a solution by starting her
very own #PRISONLIVESMATTERtoo
movement, which would later develop
into a concept for Destiny Revealed; a
non-profit and reentry program that
focuses on mending the brokenness of
the brokenhearted and creating a safe-
haven (recreational space) where not
only people incarcerated will receive
love, help, hope, and support but their
families will have the opportunity to do
so right along with them as a
partnership. The intent is to provide
business and home ownership
programs that will help incarcerated
individuals and their families succeed
in a world that's built to make sure
they fail.

Destiny Revealed is different from any
program you have come across or
experienced. It's Founders Johnesha
and Alkehm provide something no
other program has been able to, and
that is truth and love from someone
who's been broken just like them. 

Johnesha, Founder of Eyes Of The
Broken and Destiny Revealed - "The
fight for criminal justice reform starts
with the people who have suffered
from its brokenness. Some people
believe in speaking with the President
or Senator, but I believe in going straight to the source of the pain; the people. If we don't start
by helping them we can never tear down the walls of an unjust system. We will only be sitting
back waiting for someone who doesn't care for our progress nor our change to be in charge of

https://ifundwomen.com/projects/prisonlivesmattertoo
https://ifundwomen.com/projects/prisonlivesmattertoo


whether or not we progress. It's also my belief that nobody has more power to help change our
situation and the struggles we've faced or are facing but us. If you've lived and conquered or are
living and still conquering you could be the hope and light someone out in this dark world needs
to see their way through. For me, I am now light in the prison systems darkness. Because my
heart has suffered I can end their suffering."

The team at Eyes Of The Broken and Destiny Revealed are asking for people to donate towards
their goal of $100,000 on iFundWomen, or re-post this message to their social media account so
Destiny Revealed can be more than a concept.

Learn More: Eyes Of The Broken

Instagram: @eyesofthebrok3n
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